I. INTRODUCTION
The use of the Crystal Ball detector in the study of the "continuum" region just above charm threshold introduces a number of unfamiliar but useful techniques in e+e-physics. The major purpose of this report is to outline those techniques and to discuss areas of pertinence where they will be applied. Another purpose is to present our preliminary results in some of these areas, based on first analysw of partial data samples.
The organization of this report is to describe the detector briefly, and to make a short survey of the state of knowledge of the continuum prior to the Crystal Ball measurements. After an outline of the strategy of data-taking we have used, we present results of the Crystal Ball "baseline" measurements, i.e., the proof of the ability to measure inclusive y,~~o and n signals at c.m. energies below charm threshold and/or on-$ resonances. The resolutions and efficiencies for these modes are discussed. We then move above charm threshold and into the "continuum" region (which itself appears to have imbedded $-like resonances). The report concludes * Supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515, and by National Science Foundation Grant PHY79-16461.
(Invited talk presented at the Vanderbilt Symposium on High Energy e+e-Interactions, Nashville, Tennessee, May l-3, 1980.) with our preliminary measurements of selected inclusive modes at interesting c.m. energies.
II. THE DETECTOR
The Crystal Ball is a fieldless, segmented spherical shell of NaI(TR) surrounding chambers having charged-particle tracking capabilities. The detector, built and operated by the Crystal Ball Collaboration,l is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 . A detailed des- B) The angular resolution for photons is determined by the segmentation of the NaI (720 segments over the complete sphere) and by weighting the crystal segments according to the energy deposition within each participating crystal of a photon shower. This gives aey = 1 to 2O, depending on the range of photon energies.
(ey is a polar angle re'lative to the y true direction.)
C) The angular resolution for charged particles is determined by the number of proportional wire chamber planes and magnetostrictive spark chamber planes through which it passed. We get ogc=: l 3-lo depending on the geometry of the track, with smaller values pertinent for the 75% of the solid angle furthest from the endcaps. Figure 3 shows how the recoil momentum spectrum is affected by the possible variation of these parameters. The method is fairly direct for some of the parameters (such as production ratios) but quite indirect for the D*-D Q-value and y branching ratio.
The data are slim statistically, but rather good numbers on some of the parameters nonetheless emerge (see the later comparison * Table III ). Figure 4 shows the energy level scheme' underlying these spectra.
The situation for strangecharmed mesons, the F/F*, is much less well-defined. In e+e-storage ring investigations, the main evidence for the F comes from two largely independent results of the DASP collaboration l"pll The first result, . the range 3.8 < 6 < 4.5 GeV. An example of a physical quantity testing such details is the angular distribution of the 7~' (relative to the beams) .from D** n"+Do. It determines the ratio of spin amplitudes in the production of D*D*;
there is a prediction for this at the $ (4028) This tiny sample has been so chosen to give the same absolute signal in each peak as would a resonance F*+yF produced with AR=1 and , By = lOO%, where the hypothetical run would last -g day. 3) 710: A global reconstruction for ~'*s is used in which each photon is used in.at most one r" and in which the goodness of fit reflects the total hypothesis for assignments of y's to r"'s. The efficiency for r" reconstruction is II 60%, where there is a marked dependence on the severity of topological cuts (such as overlap).
The momentum distribution of resulting rays is relatively unbiased because the NaI is sensitive to low-energy y's. From measurements at the $, the mass resolution is a/m, x 4%, but this depends sharply on the r momentum distribution. In the scan, r" selection effectively picks out yy = mro f 15%. The angular resolution of the r" is such as to permit meaningful angular distributions (Acose z .l) down to 71' momenta of -20 MeV/c.
The r" total energy "baseline" spectrum for the $" is shown in !In [E,p(MeV I] 4) fi The efficiency Fig. 13 . The inclusive r" totalfor detection of the decay energy spectrum of the $" (Crystal Ball).
n+yy is about 30% after all topological cuts. The resolution for the total inclusive n signal observed in the scan is a/mn=4% (see later discussion in Section V.C and Fig. 24 ). An improvement in the signal:background for n's can be gained from r" subtraction or from energy/topology cuts (requiring mainly my > 140 MeV and particle multiplicities between two and six for charged and neutrals separately--the so-called DASP cuts). Such improvements decrease the efficiency and introduce larger errors in the calculation of the efficiency. It is something of a surprise to see how weakly a reasonable nsignal should appear in an m YY plot. Figure 14 shows a very large data sample taken at the $, where the average number of n's/event is about.1/4. The n signal is quite evident, but only by virtue of the good statistics (note the error bars). It behooves us to find cuts clearly defining the n for use in less abundant data sets. Figure 15 shows the upper end of this same sample, with IT' subtraction, and shows that D's may also have substantial decay modes involving n's.
V. CRYSTAL BALL RESULTS FOR & > 3.9 GeV
After this long preparation, we can now discuss the available spectra in the regions most crucial to the physics outlined in Section III.
A) Preliminary
Results for R. Data from the 5-week initial scan (Table I) With the entire data sample (Table I ) the statistical precision will be very high, but it is not yet clear that point-to-point systematic error can be reduced enough to exploit the large sample.
B)
Results at & = 4.028 GeV ('ID*-Factory").
The main thrust of the data gathered at this copious source of D*'s is to refine the parameters related to production and decay of these states.
It should be stressed that there are two major independent measures of these quantities: the inclusive, completely r"-subtracted y energy spectrum and the pure r" energy spectrum. However, because ITO separation is never complete, the plots will be somewhat correlated. We choose to fit unsubtracted y and ITO spectra for the parameters separately, and quote the best results
(not averages).
1) The y energy spectrum for well-measured photons is shown in Fig. 19 (complete data sample). Prominent peaks appear at -70 and -135 MeV, with widths corresponding to the Doppler broadening for y's from no' s of kinetic energy-6 MeV (for the lower peak) and to the recoil-shifted, Doppler-and resolution-broadened photon transition D*+yD '(upper peak). The effect of (partial) IT' subtraction is shown in Fig. 20 , where the lower peak almost disappears. Figure 21 shows Table II . Similar fits withvariation of cuts, backgrounds and Monte Carlo parameters were done to test the systematic errors. Best values with systematics attached from these and following fits will be shown in Table III. Table II: Results of a typical 2) The r" energy spectrum can be fit to the y-energy spectrum ,at & = 4028 MeV obtained with or without ITO candidates constrained to the no mass. %o = 1863 + 2 MeV  Fig. 22 , the former spectrum, dis-?I*0 = 2005 t 2 tinctly shows that the broad bump B Y = 32 iz 2% seen in the y spectrum (Fig. 19) is D*B*:D*6 + Db* = 1:l.g + .4 really very monochromatic, almost Table III The trend set This report has been supported in part by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515, and in part by National Science Foundation Grant PHY79-16461.
APPENDIX STATUS OF THE 'I, CANDIDATE
The major thrust of this report was to introduce the reader to use of the Crystal Ball in the continuum.
For completeness, we update another result of topical interest; the n, candidate (2980 MeV) detectedlgb by the Crystal Ball operating in an inclusive mode.
The evidence for the transitions $' + ync and $ + ync are shown in 1'16.6 Table V gives these estimates. Fig. 28 . The mn.,+?r-distribution for the candidates J4J-t rl,Y I r,lT+n- N .4%
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